
The Peachey Difference

Shop around and you’ll find there are lots of options for hardwood floors. 
But look closer, and you’ll start to see what sets hardwood floors apart. 
Why floors that are “good enough” are anything but, and actual quality lies 
in the craftsmanship that defines long lasting performance and beauty. 

At Peachey, this difference begins by harvesting the best trees from 
America’s greatest hardwood forests. Sourcing 90% of our lumber from 
local Amish mills and working with those mills to create custom cuts, then 
slow-drying each hand selected board before they finish in our kilns to 
ensure greater stability throughout the changing seasons. 

Once dried, we precisely mill our flooring for an exact fit board after board, 
then finish each order with unique stains and distressing to hand craft 
premium heirloom flooring and more affordable selections designed to 
stand up to the everyday wear of busy families and businesses. 

At Peachey, we understand this isn’t the way all hardwood floors are 
created, but here, this is no substitute for doing things right. That’s why 
we stand behind every board we craft with the Peachey Promise - our 
guarantee of quality, service, beauty and performance.

We invite you to discover the Peachey difference. The Beauty of Nature. Perfected.

209 Sawmill Road 
Reedsville, PA 17084

(717) 667-9373

Showroom Hours
M-F: 6:30am - 4pm 
Most Saturdays: 7am - Noon (Call to Confirm)

www.PeacheyHardwoodFlooring.com

We proudly employ some of the finest 
local Amish craftsmen and use local 

Pennsylvania suppliers who are part of the 
community in which we live and operate.

Visit our showroom to view 
over 70 samples of unique 
custom flooring.



Golden OakNatural Finish

Antique Mahogany

Dark WalnutSpanish Oak

New England Walnut

Harvest Gold Molasses

Tobacco

SPECIES TREATMENTS COLORS

For customers across the country, we hand 
craft flooring to the highest standards, 
using time-tested skills and old-world 
techniques to transform houses into 
unforgettable homes. We proudly make 
everything we sell with average lead times 
of just 2-4 weeks and guarantee on-time 
delivery to sites here in Pennsylvania or 
anywhere you call home.

Ash Hand ScrapedHickory Skip Planed

Red Oak Black Bleed Custom

CUSTOM WORK.  
UNCOMPROMISING QUALITY.

Cherry 

Birch Hand Distressed

Hard Maple Wire BrushedWhite Oak

Walnut Reclaimed

Experience the finest in 
hand-selected Appalachian 
hardwood flooring.

At Peachey, we hand craft our Appalachian Plank 
flooring from the finest old-growth hardwood 
forests in America. Then work closely with 
local Amish sawmills who custom saw each 
log to our exact specifications, revealing the 
unique character nature provided and create 
premium flooring that provides a lifetime of 
beauty and performance.

What Mother Nature begins, 
we finish. Beautifully.

The flooring you choose to beautify your home 
should bring to life your vision of elegance, 
beauty, rustic warmth or casual comfort. It 
should also be uniquely yours. From hand 
scraped and hand distressed, to wire brushed, 
skip planed, and Black Bleed, our craftsman take 
pride in creating one-of-a-kind flooring that’s 
uniquely different and unmistakably yours.

When you dream of the 
perfect flooring for your 
home, what color do you
dream of?

From brighter, natural selections, to richer, dark 
tones, the color you choose for your premium 
hardwood flooring helps to define the overall 
look of the space and set the mood of the entire 
room. At Peachey, we offer nearly endless color 
options and the added ability to create unique 
custom colors to help you define your space 
beautifully and set the perfect mood in every 
room of your home.

Hickory, Natural Character, Natural Finish Live Sawn White Oak, Hand Scraped, Wire Brushed, Custom Dark Walnut Stain Hard Maple, Light Wire Brushed, Custom Dark Walnut Stain

Stain colors shown on Natural Character White Oak for comparison, stains on other 
species may vary.

• All images are shown as Natural Character, also available as Hand Select.
• White Oak is available as Plain Sawn, Live Sawn, and Rift & Quarter Sawn.
• Reclaimed available in Oak & Heart Pine; call for other species available.


